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Odorizer History 
Safe 

It’s all about SAFETY 

 Natural Gas is colorless, odorless ……..dangerous leaks are undetectable 
without odorization 

 1937 New London Texas school disaster killed nearly 300 people–unodorized 
gas leak went undetected  

 Federal Regulation 49 CFR 192.65  “Combustible gas must be detectable at 
1/5 the lower explosive limit by a person with a normal sense of smell.” 

 Since then, gas companies and utilities have continued to focus on improving 
the odorization process and the safety of all that come in contact with gas; 
customers, employees and the general public “Smell Gas-Act Fast!” 

 Increased need to document compliance with regulations & minimize liability 



Odorizer Innovation 
Measurable 

In first 50 years of natural gas odorization (beginning in 1937) primarily 
rudimentary applications by today’s standards 

 Wick (farm taps)  

 Bypass 

 Liquid Injection 

Odorizers wick or flow odorant,(mercaptan intro-1942), directly into the pipeline 
using manual calculations & manual modifications based on predicted or observed 
gas flow rate and regular sniff tests.  

Handwritten or no usage records & reports. 

 



Wick Odorizer Liquid Injection Odorizer 



Technological Innovation  
Accurate  
For the first 50+ years after 1937, very little technological innovation 
occurred….then, the advent of advanced computing = disruptive change: 

 

 In 1989 Pneumatic Actuation Pump introduced 

 Early use of automation to electronically measure flow rate and inject odorant 
proportionately to pipeline gas flow.   

 Proprietary software and early user interfaces complicated and difficult to use. 

 Actuation Gas and Odorant Vented to Atmosphere 



More Disruptive Technological Innovation  
More Accurate  

Faster and more powerful processors now enable automated controllers driving 
new technology.  Also reduces reliability on older & more manual processes: 

 
 In 2005 Patented Closed-Loop “Optical Sensor-Drip Style” introduced. 

 Optical Comparator and Infrared Fiber Optic Array senses each drop (up to 6 drops/sec.) 
as it falls from the drip tube 

 Ideal for Very Low-Flow Low-Pressure Applications & up to 1MM SCF/Hour 

 In 2010 Patented Closed-Loop “Electric Motor-Bellows Injection” introduced 
 Ideal for smooth continuous injection into Mid-High-Flow & Mid to High PSI 

 Sealed Manifold Block eliminates fittings and allows “hot-swap” redundancy 

 Closed loop systems do not vent any  gas or mercaptan to atmosphere. 

 
Advanced automation = Enhanced precision.  
Increases ACCURACY of odorant injection using sophisticated computerized 
controller for range-ability. 
 



Pneumatic Actuation Pump Injection Odorizer 
Introduced 1989 



Optical Sensor Drip Style Odorizer 
Low-Flow Injection To Single .01CC Drop! 

Introduced 2005 



Electric Motor-Bellows Injection Odorizer 
Introduced 2010 

  



SMART Odorizer Benefits 
Reliable  

Leveraging the latest technological advances has provided  the following benefits: 

 Closed-Loop Ventless System  

 Improved safety  

 Planet friendly–no gas or mercaptan leaked to atmosphere 

 Lowers leak-call complaints especially as “remote” distribution spots get closer to neighborhoods 

 Saves pipeline gas  

 Fewer moving parts-More Automation! 

 Easier to use 

  Hot-Swap Modular redundancy 

 Lower maintenance cost  

 Excellent Full-range Performance  

  From low-flow/low-pressure to high-flow/high-pressure applications 

 From turnkey skid-mounted to customized installations 

 



SMART Odorizer Benefits 
Technology  
New technology=Open & IP-Addressable Software that enhances SMART Controller: 

 

 Interfaces with the odorizer and all essential mechanisms to sustain constant and highly 
precise odorization down to a single .01 cc drop while remaining proportional to flow. 

 Flexible, accurate and reliable technology, plus accessible data & reporting 

 Removable SD card for storage of alarm & usage logs 

 Alerts via SMS or email on any authorized web enabled device, smartphone 

 User friendly touchscreen controls for easier & more dependable operations 

 Easy to navigate, no special software & not limited by computers’ operating system 

 The system’s controller can be accessed remotely through computer or smartphone to 
respond to alarms or change parameters.  

 The programmable touchscreen permits simple onsite programming 

 

As the focus on safety and improving the odorization process continues…..                       
It Keeps Getting SMARTer!  



“Boringly Reliable” Solutions 
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